Cat Adoptions Discounted by $20

Adopt-A-Cat Month

In honor of June being declared Adopt–A-Cat Month, Santa Barbara County Animal Services will offer a $20 discount for cat adoptions of cats over 6 months of age. To promote adoptions of these fun and affectionate animals the discount will be offered for the whole month of June.

While all three shelters currently are housing and fostering many kittens, the County wants to highlight the plight of the hundreds of adult cats in their care. Currently the three community shelters are home to over 350 cats, with more coming in each day. “We encourage adopters to consider the adult cats who are seeking permanent responsible homes. While still playful, older cats are already litter-box trained and may be more settled than young kittens. We find that most cats adapt to a new home and adjust within a short time after arriving in their new environment. We are dedicated to saving lives and invite the public to join in this important effort”, said Jan Glick, director of Animal Services.

Our local shelters are brimming with cats of every breed, age and personality just waiting for a loving home. Whether you prefer young and frisky or mature and mellow, you’re sure to find the perfect cat companion during Adopt-A-Cat Month!

All cats have current vaccinations and are spayed or neutered. The County is also offering discounted microchips to encourage owners to permanently identify their animals.

The County’s three animal shelters are:

Santa Barbara Shelter
5473 Overpass Rd.
Goleta, CA 93111
(805) 681-5285

Lompoc Shelter
1501 W. Central Ave.
Lompoc, CA 93436
(805) 737-7755

Santa Maria Animal Center
548 W. Foster Rd.
Santa Maria, CA 93455
(805) 934-6119

Together we can make a difference for the animals in our county.
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